Crisis in Massachusetts
Britain makes
colonists pay
new taxes
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Colonists protest
~~It~esaooooycott
British goods

Boston Massacre
causes anti-British
feelings

Boston Tea Party
shows colonists'
anger

First Continental
Congress supports
Massachusetts

Graphic Organizer

Britain repeals
most taxes, but
leaves tax on tea
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From 1764 to 1775, Massachusetts
became a center of colonial protest and British reaction. This graphic
organizer shows how events built to a crisis.

1. Comprehension

(a) How did colonists respond to new British taxes?
(b) How did Britain respond to the Boston Tea Party?

2. Critical Thinking

Which event do you think did the most to extend the
crisis past Massachusetts?
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acted to punish Massachusetts.
Colonists
called the four laws they passed the Intolerable Acts because they were so harsh.
First, Parliament shut down the port of
Boston. No ship could enter or leave the harbor-not
even a small boat. The harbor
would remain closed until the colonists paid
for the tea.
Second, Parliament forbade Massachusetts colonists to hold town meetings more
than once a year without the governor's permission. In the past, colonists had called
town meetings whenever they wished.
Third, Parliament provided for customs
officers and other officials charged with major crimes to be tried in Britain instead of in
Massachusetts.
Colonists protested that a
dishonest official could break the law in the
colonies and avoid punishment "by being
tried, where no evidence can pursue him."
Fourth, Parliament passed a new Quartering Act. No longer would redcoats camp in
tents on Boston Common. Instead, British

commanders could force citizens to house
troops in their homes.
Other colonies support Boston
The committees of correspondence spread
news of the Intolerable Acts. They warned
that the people of Boston faced hunger while
their port was closed. People from other
colonies responded quickly. Carts rolled into
the city with rice from South Carolina, corn
from Virginia, and flour from Pennsylvania.
In the Virginia assembly, a young lawyer
named Thomas Jefferson suggested that a
day be set aside to mark the shame of the Intolerable Acts. The royal governor of Virginia
rejected the idea and dismissed the assembly.
The colonists went ahead anyway. On June 1,
1774, church bells tolled slowly. Merchants
closed their shops. Many colonists prayed
and fasted all day.
In September 1774, colonial leaders
called a meeting in Philadelphia. Delegates
from 12 colonies gathered in what became
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Concord
The old North Bridge in Concord
looks peaceful now. On April 19,
though,

1 775,
was

this quiet spot

a scene of turmoil

and

bloodshed. It was here that colonial minutemen
back

met and drove

three companies

coats.

Today,

you
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can
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across the restored bridge and
view the stone monument shown
here. Nearby, an 1B73 statue by
sculptor
honors

Daniel Chester French
the heroic minutemen

who fired "the shot heard round
the world."
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known as the First Continental
Congress.
Only Georgia did not send delegates.
After much debate, the delegates passed
a resolution backing Massachusetts in its
struggle. They agreed to boycott all British
goods and to stop exporting goods to Britain
until the Intolerable Acts were repealed. The
delegates also urged each colony to set up
and train its own militia (muh LIHSH uh), A
militia is an army of citizens who serve as
soldiers during an emergency.
Before leaving Philadelphia, the delegates agreed to meet again in May 1775. Little did they know that before then an incident in Massachusetts would change the fate
of the colonies forever.

Lexington and Concord
In Massachusetts, newspapers called on
citizens to prevent what they called "the
Massacre of American Liberty." Volunteers
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known as minutemen
trained regularly.
Minutemen got their name because they
kept their muskets at hand, prepared to fight
at a minute's notice. Meanwhile, Britain
built up its forces. More troops arrived in
Boston, bringing the total number in that
city to 4,000.
Early in 1775, General Thomas Gage, the
British commander, heard a rumor that minutemen had a large store of arms in Concord,
a village about 18 miles (29 km) from Boston.
Gage planned a surprise march to Concordto
seize the arms. (See the map on page 162.)

Sounding the alarm
On April 18, about 700 British troops quietly left Boston under cover of darkness. The
Sons of Liberty were watching. As soon as
the British set out, the Americans hung two
lamps from the Old North Church in Boston.
This signal meant that the redcoats were
on the move.
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First Continental Congress
pp. 153-154
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Second Continental Congress

pp. ii 221 / Sic,
Where did they meet?
When did they meet?
What colonies sent delegates?
Why did the delegates meet?
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Mood:
How did the delegates feel about the situation with Britain?

Action: What decisions did the delegates make?
1.

_

2.

What event took place between the First and Second, Continental Congress? ( This
changed the colonists point of view toward Britain.)
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